Chokmah is the first Male energy in the Tree of Life and is the beginning of positive energy in the Supernal Triangle. Emanating from Kether it is the first movement of energy into our universe. It's force is that of the number 2, to change and move.

It is the Yang of the Taoists. It represents all the forming energy of the stars and the changes that occur in the universe. Chokmah is the head of the pillar of Mercy and reaches out to Binah on the left and Chesed below it.

Binah is the first Female energy and is the Ying of the Taoists.

So the Supernal Triangle of Kether, Chokmah and Binah is the beginning of sexual difference, light and dark, positive and negative forces.

The thrust of Chokmah into the universe creates the first split of energy types and makes things happen. It can be seen that Chokmah will next give it's energy to Binah as Man gives to Woman so Woman can create children.
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